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Overview

Current best practice in transfusion medicine recommends single unit transfusions in stable, non-bleeding patients with anemia. Restrictive transfusion both with lowering thresholds and promoting single unit red blood cell (RBC) transfusions are linked to safer clinical outcomes for the recipient. A more restrictive regime is associated with decreased incidence of transfusion associated circulatory overload (TACO), which may increase morbidity and mortality.

Studies have shown that the risk of TACO increases exponentially with every unit of RBC transfused. Cases of TACO often go unreported as in certain patient populations this cluster of symptoms has become “the norm” and “what is to be expected”. Once treated with a diuretic, the recipient’s condition improves, and the adverse transfusion reaction goes unreported.

To minimize unnecessary transfusions of RBCs and mitigate avoidance of potential adverse transfusion reactions, it is of utmost importance that patients with anemia are identified, assessed, and investigated appropriately upon presentation of symptoms. Early identification can lead to treatment with safer alternative therapies and minimize or negate the need for transfusion of RBCs in many patients.

Policy

1. Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) shall develop policies, processes and procedures for appropriate prescribing of transfusion of RBCs to elective non-bleeding hemodynamically stable hospitalized patients that comply with Provincial Blood Coordinating Program policies.

   *Note: This policy does not apply to intraoperative patients, patients who are bleeding, or patients who are receiving transfusion therapy in outpatient settings.

2. The transfusion order shall specify the clinical indication for transfusion.

3. A restrictive threshold (hemoglobin 70-80g/L) should be used for hospitalized patients who are hemodynamically stable, without significant symptoms of decreased oxygen carrying capacity.

4. Transfusion of “one unit at a time” or single unit transfusion of RBCs should be the practice in the non-urgent setting with clinical reassessment performed prior to the decision to transfuse an additional unit.

5. Consider transfusion (independent of hemoglobin level) if symptoms of decreased oxygen carrying capacity (e.g. shortness of breath, chest pain) are present.
6. Reassessment of the patient shall be completed prior to release of a second RBC unit in a stable non-bleeding patient.

6.1. Post transfusion hemoglobin result is required.

6.1.1. The issue/transfusion card shall include text to prompt the transfusionist to ensure a complete blood count (CBC) is completed post transfusion.

6.2. Reassessment for continued clinical indication(s) for transfusion of additional RBC(s) is required.

Note: Please follow Massive Hemorrhage Protocol in the event of massive hemorrhage.

Guidelines

1. Each unit of RBCs transfused increases the hemoglobin value by approximately 10g/L.

2. Transfusion is a temporary measure to alleviate symptoms of anemia, not a definitive treatment. The underlying cause of anemia must be determined.

3. RBC transfusion should be used to treat symptomatic anemia, not used to correct hemoglobin concentration only.

4. Liberal transfusion strategies do not improve patient outcomes when compared to restrictive transfusion strategies.

5. Single unit transfusions of RBCs are sufficient to treat many patients with anemia and may lead to a reduction in overall transfusion requirements.

6. Restrictive transfusion strategies are just as safe (if not safer) for the patient as liberal transfusion strategies. In fact, transfusion related morbidity and mortality have been shown to be dose dependent in some patient populations. Therefore, transfusion of RBCs should only be given when indicated and at the lowest effective dose.

7. Unnecessary transfusion is associated with increased health care costs and increased risk of adverse events to the patient.

8. The patient’s hemoglobin should be reassessed pre and post each unit of RBCs. The end-point of treatment is relief of signs and symptoms of anemia.

9. Avoid nighttime transfusions in the non-urgent setting as research has shown a disproportionate increase in errors and adverse transfusion events occur with nighttime transfusions.

10. Alternative therapies should be discussed including cell salvage in pre-operative individuals, erythropoiesis-stimulating agents and iron therapy in certain patient populations. When possible, treat the underlying cause of the anemia.
11. Implementation of an order set, algorithm, and greater involvement of all members of the healthcare team (prescriber, medical laboratory technologist, and transfusionists) are required to change to a safer, more restrictive transfusion service.

**Procedure**

**Prescriber**

1. Assessment of the patient should include both a physical exam and assessment of laboratory findings.

2. Prescribe transfusion. Indicate the reason for transfusion on the transfusion order.

3. Ensure a CBC test is ordered pre-transfusion and post transfusion for each RBC unit. Post CBC should be drawn, at a minimum, 30 minutes post completion of RBC unit.

4. Re-assess the patient for signs and symptoms of decreased oxygen carrying capacity post transfusion of each RBC unit. This assessment in addition with the evaluation of the post CBC will determine the need for further transfusion of RBCs.

**Medical Laboratory Technologist**

1. Review the order for RBC transfusion.

2. Confirm hemoglobin.

3. Release a single RBC unit. (Refer to policy statement 1).
   
   3.1. Ensure issue transfusion card includes a prompt to perform CBC post transfusion.

4. For subsequent requests for RBCs:
   
   4.1. Confirm post transfusion hemoglobin (if completed).
   
   4.2. Release a single RBC unit.

5. If indications for release of RBC(s) are not met, notify the prescriber or the physician on call for the facility transfusion service.

**Quality Control**

Each facility is responsible to ensure that red blood cells are transfused for appropriate indications.
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